SLIDE JAMMER - 2 PACK
Lock, Restrict or Open Your Entry Points

Product Code: HA00806

Introduction
The Solon Slide Jammer is a multi-purpose, easily installed device designed to bring security and
convenience to your property.
Stick the metal Ratchet to your sliding windows, doors or any other suitable opening and utilise the
Jammer to either lock, restrict or open the entry point.
Withstanding forces of up to 150kg, the Slide Jammer allows you to either completely lockdown
an opening from intruders, allow a small secure gap, or completely open up for authorised access,
all with a simple press and slide device.

Contents
2 x Jammers			
2 x Ratchets with adhesive pads

2 x Jammer holders with adhesive pads
2 x Alcohol-based cleaning wipes

Installation and Operation
		
WATCH THE VIDEO
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Positioning
On windows or doors, the Ratchet should be placed on the stationary pane that is overlapped by
the opening pane. The flat end of the Ratchet should always point towards the centre rail.
Install high up to prevent child usage, or low down for maximum convenience.
Installation
The Slide Jammer is suitable for installation on all materials
including glass, metal, UPVC and wood.
No screws or tools required! Install in three easy steps:
1. Wipe down the desired area using the cleaning wipes
provided and let dry for approximately 1 minute.
2. Peel the adhesive liner from the rear of the Ratchet.
3. Apply the Ratchet firmly to your desired location.
For the Jammer holder, repeat steps 2 and 3 as above. No pre-treatment is strictly needed as the
holder shouldn’t encounter any force, though you can wipe down the area if you wish.
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Operation
After installation of the Ratchet the Jammer can be utilised as required. Press down the metal lever
on the Jammer and slide it securely into the Ratchet. Once inserted, the Jammer can be smoothly
moved along the Ratchet as required by simply pressing down on the metal lever again, including
for complete removal.
NOTE: the Jammer can be inserted from either the flat or round end of the Ratchet, but the metal
lever must always be facing the grooves on the Ratchet. If not, no locking or restricting is possible.
If positioned accurately, securing the Jammer at the closest point to the flat end (until you hear a
click) should result in your entry point being completely locked against opening.
From here, clicking and sliding the Jammer along the ratchet will allow your entry point to be
partially opened, but still secured.
To allow full access to your entry point, click and slide the Jammer out of the Ratchet entirely.
Utilise the Jammer holder for safekeeping and quick redeployment.

Removal
The Slide Jammer is designed to stay strongly in place in the face of external force and it not designed to be removed and redeplolyed.
Should you need to remove the unit we recommend the use of garden or fishing wire, ideally
whilst wearing gloves. Remove the Jammer and simply manoeuvre the wire underneath the
Ratchet from the flat end, pulling along the length until the Ratchet prises away from the surface.
You may notice some adhesive residue remaining on the surface; this is normal for adhesive pads
and can be washed away utilising warm water and an appropriate cleaning agent if required.

Care and maintenance
Avoid moving the Jammer up and down the Ratchet without first pressing the metal lever, this can
cause damage to both the Ratchet and the mechanism.
During regular use you may notice some grey flecks appear on the Ratchet. This is simply residue
on the white paint from the bottom of the Jammer; this is normal and can be wiped off with either
a wet or dry wipe.
The provided cleaning wipes are Ethyl Alcohol based and, as a precaution, should be kept away
from children.
Though skin contact is not hazardous, it is recommended you wash your hands thoroughly with
warm water after use and seek medical assistance in the event any irritation occurs.
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